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Pup Play in Social Situations
Submitted by Kenneth on Sun, 12/31/2006 - 8:12pm

There are a great many similarities to the way bio-canines and human-dogs play, and
there are also a great many differences. Throughout my research I have discovered some
general guidelines for playing with other pups that might prove useful.
1. Human pups should not wear anything that could injure another pup while
romping. Spiked collars, steel toed boots, etc. are out. They may look
really, really great on the pup, but a huge scar on the face doesn't look
good on other pups, and non-consensual bruises are never fun.
2. Make sure that there is a pup handler keeping an eye on each pup in the
"Mosh Pit." One handler can probably handle 1-3 pups at a time, given His
or Her experience with handling pups. This is useful in protecting
vulnerable pups as well as calming down aggressive or rude pups.
For an interesting article on "Aggressive Dogs" Click Here
3. Handlers should read their pups. If there is another dog that they don't
want to play with, the human-dog will communicate that through body
language and/or vocally with growls, yips, and whimpers. However, if they
are enjoying playing with another dog, they will also communicate that
with body language and growls, yips, and whimpers. Learn your pup, so
that you can tell the difference, and protect your pup from danger, that's
the main reason you are there.
4. If a stray enters the play zone, it is important that all handlers keep an eye
on him or her in relation to their own pup(s). A stray represents an
unknown that could damage the other pups around him or her. Equally a
stray could be a great deal of fun. The point is, that without paying
attention, you never know which way it's going to go.
5. Handlers should not allow anything to distract them from what they are
doing. Just as a Dom should never leave a sub tied up unattended, a
Handler should never leave a pup in pup-space unattended. That is just
asking for trouble.
6. A crowded dungeon, near the Mosh Pit may not be the best place for a
human-pup to make the transition to pup-space. Find what works for
Handler and pup, to make the experience most enjoyable.
7. Make sure that the pups playing are protected and safe, and wearing gear
that feels comfortable to them. This could be tails, this could be pawmitts,
this could be knee pads, or anything else that you may want to include.
Beware of things that are too hard, or have sharp edges, see rule 1 above.
8. Handler and pup must be willing to share any toys they bring with the
other pups in the Mosh Pit. Someone is eventually going to pick up a toy
that isn't theirs and start playing with it. Hopefully when this happens it
isn't someone else's favorite non-share toy. If you have non-share toys,
please leave them in your room.
9. Figure out beforehand how the pup is going to be kept hydrated, and or
fed. Romping takes a great deal of energy. Small easy to eat snacks and
easily accessible water are a great benefit to a pup who doesn't want to
leave pup-space to recharge.
10. Figure out before hand how the pup is going to use the restroom. Nobody
likes cleaning up puppy poo, or mopping up a puddle, this is especially true
when the pup who made the mess does not belong to the person cleaning it
up. I suggest that the pup and Handler work out a signal, and then the
handler take the pup to the restroom where he or she transitions out of
pup-space enough to do his or her business, and then return to pup space
before returning to the Mosh Pit.
11. Sexual Human-Pup/Handler interaction do not belong in a Mosh Pit. If that's
your boat, fine, but do it away from the other human-pups. It has a
tendency to throw other players out of space.
Please comment on this post if there is anything that you feel I have forgotten.
Tags: Pup Play

Lazy Pups
Submitted by pup mohawk on Mon, 09/17/2007 - 1:26pm

I have recently found out that puppies can be lazy, as well as attention whores. I was
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pupping out the other weekend after my Owner and i went and bought some toys. I had
lots of fun; it was my first time eating from a doggie bowl as well as my first time
wearing my pup paws. Well after playing with my new toys and trying to catch the cats,
i wante to play with my Owner. He was busy eating and watching TV and not paying
attention to his puppy. Well shoot, i was bored and fell asleep at his feet. I guess what
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Lazy Pups
Submitted by pup mohawk on Mon, 09/17/2007 - 1:26pm

I have recently found out that puppies can be lazy, as well as attention whores. I was
pupping out the other weekend after my Owner and i went and bought some toys. I had
lots of fun; it was my first time eating from a doggie bowl as well as my first time
wearing my pup paws. Well after playing with my new toys and trying to catch the cats,
i wante to play with my Owner. He was busy eating and watching TV and not paying
attention to his puppy. Well shoot, i was bored and fell asleep at his feet. I guess what
i'm trying to say is that when there's nothing better to do, sleep!
Tags: Stories

can u tell more about the toys u played with, plz
i will like to know some more about the toys u play with
Submitted by avEved (not verified) on Thu, 03/13/2008

Login to post comments

- 11:43am.

Toys that we use
Squeaky toys are what we mostly have to play with. i haven't gotten used
to chewing on things that are too fuzzy so the rubber toys are my
favorite, plus rubber is easier to wash in the dish washer. When buying
toys, be aware of how wide you are able to open your snout because it's
no fun trying to play with a toy that you can't even grab. The best kinds are
ones that have protruding parts or ropes.
Another thing for handlers to be aware of with squeaky toys is to just be
conscious that you are getting a squeaky toy and whether or not you have the
patience to hear "squeak, squeak, squeak, squeak, squeak, squeak, squeak,
squeak..." for long periods of time, because you don't want to break a pup's
heart by taking away its favorite squeaky toy, now do you?
:-)
- pup mohawk
Submitted by pup mohawk on Tue, 03/18/2008 -

Login to post comments

9:55am.

Puppy behavior
Submitted by Anonymous on Wed, 12/19/2007 - 9:51am

One of the misconceptions that I am finding the local BDSM community has concerning
puppy play in general, and more specifically, when My pup and I attend local functions,
is that she does not behave how the others in Community think she should behave.
More than once, I have had to calmly explain that altho she is submissive to Me, she is a
puppy, and will behave as a puppy, sometimes listening and doing what she is told
immediately, sometimes ...not so quickly.
When she is fully in puppy mode, she is a puppy...behaves as one...thinks like one, you
get my meaning. she is not a grown dog, she still has puppy behaviors...most of which
do not fit in fully with the people in the more standard BDSM activities, even age play
seems to be more understood by some than puppy play.
There are too few places that people can go to get quality information,
humanfauna.com seemed like a decent place at start...and there is some info there, but
it seems to be mainly online...as some of the people seem to choose animals to emulate
that would be difficult at best to maintain. (seals, fish, crows...but to each there own)
Part of Me wishes that puppy play would become better understood, and perhaps in
different parts of the Community or country it is, part of Me likes the idea that what I
do, is special, and different than..."here, I will tie you up, beat you and then we can
have sex".
I know I bounced around on topics a bit but....Any comments?
Tags: Pup Play
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Good Topic
MDP,
Great Topic! And I think that You are right. I find myself constantly explaining
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Tags: Pup Play

Good Topic
MDP,
Great Topic! And I think that You are right. I find myself constantly explaining
puppy play, and people get confused. Typically they ask me: "Is that anything
like furries?"
I love it (<--sarcastic) when people tell me or my boy what we are "Supposed
to be" doing. Usually I delete their emails, but sometimes I say "You mind your
subs, and I'll take care of mine."
It's unfortunate that you have to put up with people being rude to You and Your
sub based on their own prejudices.
Best,
Sir Kenneth
A-PAH Supreme God ... er, I mean
A-PAH Owner
Submitted by Kenneth on Wed, 01/09/2008 - 11:22pm.

Login to post comments

Cool Discovery
Submitted by Kenneth on Fri, 01/18/2008 - 12:53pm

I don't know how many of you have made this discovery yet, but there was a puppy
basket at the silent auction at SWLC. One of the items in the basket was a box of Scooby
Snacks Graham Crackers. They are bite sized, bone shaped, cinnamon flavored Graham
Crackers. You can fit several perfectly in your pocket, and feed them to your puppy
when it's being good.
I won that basket by the way, and my puppy got those snacks, as well as several hankies
with bones and paw prints, and a new squeeky!
Sir Kenneth
A-PAH Owner
Tags: Pup Play

Southwest Leather Conference Mosh Pit
Submitted by Kenneth on Fri, 01/18/2008 - 12:54pm

I would like to post a follow up to my experience of my first public Mosh Pit, and what
happened.
The Dungeon Party at SWLC was amazing to begin with, and made even more amazing by
the fact that we had room to lay down our whole 9'x9' pup space. I took the pup in, and
dressed him and let him play. There was another pup also playing in the space.
There were concerns expressed to some of the higher ups that having a pup pit in the
Dungeon would be degrading to the pups, and we should not support that type of
behavior. I guess it just goes to show that some people still don't get it.
After we started to play, people started to get it. I got several comments, during and
after the play, from people who were watching, and enjoying the energy that my pup
and I shared. They got to see what it was all about - not restriction and humiliation, but
the absolute freedom my pup felt, because he had only two things on his mind, his
Master's love for him, and Play!
At one point, a Master I know came over to me as asked if his slave could pet my puppy,
and I gladly let her. It turns out, that the puppy energy reached out to her and did some
soul healing in the brief moments that she played with my pup. We weren't even trying.
I did run into a problem this year, that I would like to rectify next year. In addition to
the Space at the party, I would like to have an additional space somewhere else. I ran
into many pups that did not have tickets to the party (and the party was sold out) who
could not enjoy the Mosh Pit.
I am also going to work on class materials so that I can start to teach about pup play to
the lay-leatherpeople.
Sir Kenneth
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A-PAH Owner
Tags: Pup Play
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I am also going to work on class materials so that I can start to teach about pup play to
the lay-leatherpeople.
Sir Kenneth
A-PAH Owner
Tags: Pup Play

Project I'm Working On
Submitted by Kenneth on Wed, 01/30/2008 - 12:28am

Pups and Handlers;
I am putting together a workshop that I will
start teaching later this year. The workshop will be titled along the
lines of "Why Pup Play: Demystifying Pup Play for the Non-Player" It is
an attempt to bridge the gap between those who engage in pup play, and
those who don't; 1 so they understand why people like acting like dogs;
2, to perhaps generate interest in our community; and 3, to increase
exposure and access to our community so that those who want to play,
can.
It would be arrogant of me to think that I am the authority on why we do what we do, so
I am asking for your input.
1. Why are you drawn to pup play.
2. What makes pup-space, or pup-time special for you?
3. What rewarding, or extraordinary experiences have you had through pup
play?
4. Have you had a negative experience that resulted from someone not
understanding what you were doing and why?
5. If so, and you don't mind sharing, what was that experience?
6. Finish this sentence: "One thing I wish people would understand about pup
play is ... "
Thank
you for taking the time to get back to me on these things. When I
incorporate your responses into my workshop, I will not use your name,
information, and will attempt generalize so that you are not
identified, unless you wish to be identified, in which case, I'll call
you out in a room full of strangers.
*Pats and Puppy Treats*
Sir Kenneth
Mr. Cellblock Phoenix Leather 2008
A-PAH Owner
Tags: General

We are not excempt from discrimination
Submitted by Master Hawk on Tue, 02/05/2008 - 10:46pm

We enjoy our sexual lives and personal forms of expression, but it never stops
discrimination from happening...
While looking up for some gear I stumbbled on a news article in UK, I felt the need to
post it to show others that we are not excempt from discrimination. A simple leash and
collar is not enought reason to be treated unfairly or poorly. Feel free to read part of
the story and click on the link to read the full story.

Dog-lead goths 'hounded off bus'
A goth who leads his girlfriend around with a dog lead and
collar was stopped from getting on a bus amid fears for
passenger safety, a bus firm confirmed.
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Dani Graves, 25, and his fiancee Tasha Maltby, 19, of Dewsbury,
West Yorks, claim they have been discriminated against by bus
firm Arriva Yorkshire.
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A goth who leads his girlfriend around with a dog lead and
collar was stopped from getting on a bus amid fears for
passenger safety, a bus firm confirmed.

Dani Graves, 25, and his fiancee Tasha Maltby, 19, of Dewsbury,
West Yorks, claim they have been discriminated against by bus
firm Arriva Yorkshire.

The black-clad couple said they had been told to leave one bus
and prevented from boarding another.

The bus firm said safety came first, but it was investigating the
complaint. <!-- E SF -->

Mr Graves told BBC Look North: "We're used to strange looks,
we're used to comments.

"But we didn't expect it from someone like that. They're
providing a public service. We had our bus passes, we did
everything that you are supposed to do to get on a bus."

To read the whole story copy and paste the link provided below.
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/england/bradford
/7204543.stm

Master Hawk
Tags: Stories

I have seen this posted
I have seen this posted elsewhere. I am not sure what there is to say about it.
One, the bus driver should not have gotten physical with them, or, for that
matter asked them to leave the bus. There's just no need for that. On the
other hand, when we act in ways that "go against the norm" and "the norm"
takes objection, and is bigger, stronger, or in a position of power, we can
expect that "the norm" will make our lives difficult.
I am not in any way advocating conformity. I am merely stating that the price
we pay for our freedom is to constantly have that freedom challenged, and
sometimes the challengers are in a position to actually beat us, and deny us
that freedom. That's why it is so vital that we continue to fight for it!
Sir Kenneth
Mr. Cellblock Phoenix Leather 2008
A-PAH Owner
Submitted by Kenneth on Wed, 02/06/2008 - 2:51pm.

Login to post comments

Puppy Bowl IV
Submitted by Kenneth on Fri, 02/08/2008 - 1:48am

This aired on Animal Planet. Apparently the whole show was a couple hours long, but
they also have highlights on their website!
http://animal.discovery.com/tv/puppy-bowl/video/video.html
Tags: General

Puppy tails
Submitted by pup mohawk on Sun, 03/02/2008 - 1:28pm

i had some extra money this weekend and my Master/Trainer, Sir Kenneth, finally
decided to let me get a puppy tail. i put it on and WOW! i've never felt so good in a long
time and i know that i had the biggest grin on my face. Everyone in the store loved
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seeing me on all fours trying it out. It is true what is said about tails; it really makes you
feel more complete as a pup, AND IT'S SO FUN TO WAG!
If you can't tell, i am extremely excited about the whole ordeal. To let you know a little
bit about it, it was made by Tuff Stuff Leather and is made of leather that can be
formed to any curve you want and it snaps on to the crack strap on a leather jock. It is
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Submitted by pup mohawk on Sun, 03/02/2008 - 1:28pm

i had some extra money this weekend and my Master/Trainer, Sir Kenneth, finally
decided to let me get a puppy tail. i put it on and WOW! i've never felt so good in a long
time and i know that i had the biggest grin on my face. Everyone in the store loved
seeing me on all fours trying it out. It is true what is said about tails; it really makes you
feel more complete as a pup, AND IT'S SO FUN TO WAG!
If you can't tell, i am extremely excited about the whole ordeal. To let you know a little
bit about it, it was made by Tuff Stuff Leather and is made of leather that can be
formed to any curve you want and it snaps on to the crack strap on a leather jock. It is
very HOT! And even hotter when worn under a kilt because the tip sticks out from under
the back of the kilt. My Master took me along with him to the Southwest Leather Pride
contest last night and it was so fun to wag it at everyone.
Anyways, i wanted to start a discussion of tails and how others have gotten theirs and
how they felt when they got it. Feel free to share as much as you feel comfortable
sharing. One thing i would like to say is that a tail is a must have for any pup.
Tags: Stories tails

that so cool
i never had a tail, but i have been puppy for some times, and i always feel that
a tail missing, so i so happy for you
Submitted by avEved (not verified) on Thu, 03/13/2008

Login to post comments

- 11:36am.

Pictures in the Park
Submitted by Dave on Sat, 03/29/2008 - 8:27pm

We had an awesome time at the park. I wish I'd taken more pictures.
http://www.flickr.com/gp/22727761@N05/3ZnaY8
-Dave
IM/Y!: dropkickpuppie
Tags: General Pictures from the March picnic

Fun in the Park
It was a really good time and only a couple of people were terrorized by a
rainbow colored UFO.
Submitted by pup master (not verified) on Fri,

Login to post comments

04/04/2008 - 9:53am.

Thanks
Thank you so much Dave, the pictures are great!
Mr. Cellblock Phoenix Leather 2008
A-PAH Leader
Submitted by Kenneth on Tue, 04/01/2008 - 10:38am. Login to post comments

Pins, Patches, or Nothing?
Submitted by Kenneth on Fri, 04/04/2008 - 9:12am

As some of you already know, the pup and I have those marvelous leather vests made by
Tuff Stuff. While I am not yet ready to give anyone permission to "wear our colors" in a
full sized display of that nature, I do not have a problem with allowing members of the
group to make their affiliation with the group known, if they would like.
Someone on the titleholders list asked where to get pins - and someone responded with
a great site to get both pins and patches that can be sewn onto a vest or shirt.
The question is: Which would you prefer to wear? A pin, or a patch, or are you happy
being affiliated with the group without an outward sign of affiliation? Or would you
rather I get both and allow each person to chose.
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My initial idea is to get both - and give one of each to each member, and have the rest
available to the members to purchase at cost if they would like to give them away as
friendship pins, or have one for each vest they wear, or whatever they want to do with
them.
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The question is: Which would you prefer to wear? A pin, or a patch, or are you happy
being affiliated with the group without an outward sign of affiliation? Or would you
rather I get both and allow each person to chose.
My initial idea is to get both - and give one of each to each member, and have the rest
available to the members to purchase at cost if they would like to give them away as
friendship pins, or have one for each vest they wear, or whatever they want to do with
them.
Go ahead and comment back with your thoughts.
My idea is to have the pin and patch both look like the patch on the back of our vests,
but a smaller version.
Tags: General Pins or Patches?

pins and patches
Frendship pins have been something that we are loseing in the leather
comunity, the pins were a way of letting other members know when they
run into somebody thats got a friend in the group. Patches indicate that a
person is a member of the orginazation. Traditional pin protocall pins are
only given out by full members, but never given to someone that outright asks
for one{>:-)} they were traditionally given to the person as they were standing
and the presenter was down at crotch level sit squat kneel whatever, next the
presenter opened the fly and removed the tackle out of the way storeing the
apendage in ther mouth (have to keep it warm) the pin went inside the pant leg
at @ the same place the head of the apendage will be returned to. put
apengdage away close the barn door stand up and give kiss and hug as you
run your thigh or knee into the pin making sure it is on securely.
The screw back pins are the premium and actually stay on the best the clutch
backs tend to be easily lost. Lanoye embalem has the best rep with the
clausenay pins. I have there info at the Shop, they also do embroidered
patches. Tuff Stuff will as we do with all other groups make the patches at@
our cost and not mark them up if the group decides on leather. For member
name badges I recomend Nameplate distributors at @ 2700 W Thomas, they
have done the member badges for UBL for many years. Jeffers
Submitted by Bear or Jeff on Sun, 04/20/2008 -

Login to post comments

4:37pm.

I say allow each member the
I say allow each member the choice.
- pup mohawk
Submitted by pup mohawk on Sat, 04/05/2008 -

Login to post comments

2:43pm.

Pins or Patches
I think Sir Kenneth's idea of a giving each member a choice is perfect. How
much easier could it be.
Submitted by Bob on Fri, 04/04/2008 - 9:54am.

Login to post comments

Woof Camp
Submitted by pup mohawk on Sat, 05/31/2008 - 10:52pm

So Woof Camp was awesome! It was my favorite part of IML when my handler/Sir and i
visited Chicago last week. It was a sight to see, probably a hundred pups came through
those doors and there was wrestling, playing, fighting, toys, Scooby Doo pinata, snacks,
the whole works. I recommend everyone to try it out sometime, if you can make it to
IML that is. You won't be disappointed. The Woof Camp website is supposed to have
pictures of the party, the IML website (http://www.imrl.com) does have some, it is in
the Friday night photo gallery.
Tags: Pup Play mosh pit pup parties

When Puppies Grow Old
7 of 12

Submitted by puppy Peaches on Tue, 07/08/2008 - 5:49pm

I was at Sir Kenneth's Pup Play discussion last night at Apex. Every once in a while my
eyes kept tearing up, especially at the end when pups were playing. I can't play
anymore. Even the thought of playing scares me, because a combination of old age,
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When Puppies Grow Old
Submitted by puppy Peaches on Tue, 07/08/2008 - 5:49pm

I was at Sir Kenneth's Pup Play discussion last night at Apex. Every once in a while my
eyes kept tearing up, especially at the end when pups were playing. I can't play
anymore. Even the thought of playing scares me, because a combination of old age,
myofacial pain, and fibromyalgia has me in so much pain it's difficult just to walk. But
that's my body, not my mind or my heart. There was a point where a lady next to me
was holding a football-shaped squeeky toy behind her back so that her pup couldn't get
it. It was within 2 feet of me. Boy, did I ever want to lunge over, bite it away from her,
and run away with it. But I knew that if I tried, I might not even make it to the 'bite it
away from her' part before collapsing.
I fantasized for a while - not playing - but being up there with the rest of the pups sitting next to someone and getting my head scritched. A treat would be nice, too. But
based on the rambuncious nature of the other pups up there, I figured I'd be dessimated
before I got to a safe spot.
My doctor says that, once some extreme stress, which I have been under for some
months, has abated (in early October), then the overwhelming pain will also abate. That
would be nice. No. That would be fan-fucking-tastic! Maybe I'll find out that I'm not too
old to play.
But, the fact still remains that all young puppies become old puppies, and is there really
any room for old puppies in the world of 'puppy play'?
Licks and snuggles,
puppy Peaches (aka slave velvet)

Tags: Pup Play When Puppies Grow Old

My Pup
My Pup is also my best friend. He is going to be 13 in human years this
November. He started having trouble going upstairs about a year ago, So
When he tells me he was to go, (and he really does know how to tell me), I
carry him. He has slipped twice coming down, so now he knows he has to
wait for me to go first and wait for him, and I spot for him at the bottom, to
insure he doesn't fall. He can't run after his favorite ball, very well any more.
And can only play for 5 minutes at a time now instead of endless hours. Some
mornings he doesn't feel like eating at his dish, so I bring it to him and sit with
him and stoke his back while he eats what ever he feels like eating. Then I
reasure him he did a great job, and give him his cookie for desert. He is my
best friend, and he can have anything he wants, within my power to give him.
When I was sick ten years ago, and needed oxygen at night, every night, to
keep breathing, while I was asleep, he would wake me however many times
during the night, when that god awful contraption would malfunction, and he
would not hear me breathing correctly. He would come over and nudge me
awake. EVERY TIME. So, I owe him my life, a bunch of times. He did this for
three years! Now, he is four pawed, tail wagging, Shetland Sheep Dog. He is
not a two legged pup, but some of them are my friends too, and some of them
do some pretty wonderful things for a lot of us, and as time goes on, and they
start to slow down a little and not move as fast, We should all remember all the
wonderful things that our pups, and the pups that belong to our friends, have
done for us, and for others in our comunity, and we should do whatever is
needed to insure that they get to go where they want, eat what they want, and
be included every single time they want. And the same unconditional love that
they have offered to us during their younger more active days, should now be
given back in the same unconditional maner that THEY taught us, all those
years ago. And maybe, just maybe....this could even be extended to those of
us in the comunity that don't actually identify as pups but perhaps it should be
how we treat everyone?
Koko's Daddy.
Submitted by Bob on Wed, 09/24/2008 - 6:43pm.

Login to post comments

It breaks my heart a little
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It breaks my heart a little bit to read this, and I wish that there was something
I could do. There is certainly a place for aged pups in our community, they
just need more tender loving care than some other pups.
Many pups are broken, in various ways. Some pups have been damaged
mentally, and need that TLC, some have been damaged Spiritually, and need
that TLC, some have been damaged Physically. It does not make them any
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It breaks my heart a little
It breaks my heart a little bit to read this, and I wish that there was something
I could do. There is certainly a place for aged pups in our community, they
just need more tender loving care than some other pups.
Many pups are broken, in various ways. Some pups have been damaged
mentally, and need that TLC, some have been damaged Spiritually, and need
that TLC, some have been damaged Physically. It does not make them any
less of a pup, or mean that they deserve to have their pup ignored, it means
extra care and caution when handling these pups.
In my world, all pups are valuable, and all pups should have the love and care
that they need. puppy Peaches, if you ever want scritches, just walk up to me
and put my hand on your head, and I'll scritch. If I have treats and you want
one, bark once, and I'll come to you.
Submitted by Kenneth on Thu, 07/10/2008 - 11:30am.

Login to post comments

Heavenly scritches
Thank you for the offer of scritches and treats, Sir Kenneth. I will certainly be
taking you up on it. Scritches are an instantaneous transport to nirvana for
me.(And I'll quit with all the glitter; I guess I was a hazard zone tonight for
anyone who got near me.)
puppy Peaches
Submitted by puppy Peaches on Sat, 07/19/2008 -

Login to post comments

12:30am.

CANCELLED: September Event - Camping
Submitted by Kenneth on Fri, 07/11/2008 - 1:21pm

Hm. Where did September go? Oh, there it is. Behind me! For those who don't know,
we've been moving, setting up house, starting school, and getting ready for out of
town events, as well as trying to fulfill responsibilites to other groups and
organizations. As a result, the month of September slipped away. We will get to work
on sheduling an event soon!
One of the suggestions for a September Event was to get as many people together as we
could to go camping somewhere up north. Since I am not familiar with campgrounds and
acceptable camping places up in that area, I thought that I would solicite suggestions
from everyone else. I hope this works.
I prefer my camping to be as primative as possible. Maybe there is a picnic table, maybe
there is a steel grill over the fire pit, but maybe not. Perhaps we have to sit on rocks
and hold our paper plates in our laps to eat, and our "bench" is a log that's laying on the
ground.
I prefer my camping to be as private as possible. It would be very nice to find a place
where we could do a little outdoor puppy play without offending anyone. It would also
be nice if I could stumble out of my tent and water a tree late at night or early in the
morning, without taking the time to get dressed, without worrying about offending
anyone.
I like nature. The more nature, the better, as far as I am concerned. Too many other
people in the area, is not nature for me. Too many amenities, and it's not nature for me.
If the directions to the campground include: "Turn off the paved road" or "Continue past
the end of the pavement" it might be natural enough for me.
(Speaking of natural: I like to be natural in nature. If anyone knows of a place to do that
without adhereing to the strict “No lewd behavior or contact” that most naturalist
places enforce, that would be excellent!)
I like fire. Fire is good. If we can have a fire, that’s even better.
So, tell me what you think, and whether you know of a place where we can get away
with all this! Places where it's legal to camp, but aren't considered "Campgrounds" would
be VERY good.
Tags: General

Camp Out
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The sight the UBL and the Bears used is nice it will be chilly up there it is
schnebly hill road it is undeveloped area fires ok in fire pits, nude
sunbatheing on cliffs above sedona and lol only disturbances are
occasional jeep tours that off road near where we gwnerally set up, give
the touristes a thrill seing a naked man / bear in the woods. another nice thing
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Camp Out
The sight the UBL and the Bears used is nice it will be chilly up there it is
schnebly hill road it is undeveloped area fires ok in fire pits, nude
sunbatheing on cliffs above sedona and lol only disturbances are
occasional jeep tours that off road near where we gwnerally set up, give
the touristes a thrill seing a naked man / bear in the woods. another nice thing
is we can get a porta john delivered from one of the services out of Flag will
run @ 2-250 but if tiy have 15 20 people it makes a real nice addition to the
weekend.
It is national forest so nudity is acceptable and leagle. I can volintear the 2
burner cook stove that the UBL bought. I would recomend that this be a payed
run to cover costs, meals that were generally done were breakfasts and a
dinner drop the lunches as most are out and about durring day.
For pup's heavy Work gloves and industrial off road knee pads recomended,
lots of cracked shist granit and sand stone up there. another option is the cave
creak group sight that is @ an hr up cave creek road oncew past cave creek. it
is a reserved only group sight, not sure if it is avalible yet as there was a fire up
there 6 yrs ago, It has a ramada tables vault toylet as perm amenities. is
@400 feet from road but a wash seperates the camp from other areas, as far
as wood gose it would need to be hauled out
Submitted by Bear or Jeff on Sun, 07/13/2008 -
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4:52pm.

Preditor "top" Allert
Submitted by Bear or Jeff on Tue, 08/26/2008 - 11:57pm

There is somebody portraying himself as A Sir/Top Handler here in Phx. He gets a boy
over strips him locks a shock collar on and then into a cage the boy goes the jerk leaves
the garage/ room, turns out the lights and shocks the boy irregularly 15 to 40 min
detween, for 45 sec to 2 min this takes place all night in the Morning the colar is
unlocked the clothes thrown at the boy and kicked out. One Of My Pups had this happen
and today at the Shop Heard the same stort from another Top that is rebuilding a
different shattered boy. I can not get good info from my Pup it was bad enough that he
gets suicidal when he tries to think about it.
Anyone with More info please contact me at jjbearphx@aol.com or at Tuff Stuff Leather
602 254 9651. I will be contacting a Phx PD Detective That is Involved with Gay Leason
as well as Bias crimes. Better the PD remove the animal than the Tops that are
rebuilding broken boys get him.
Please Put the word out outside the group we have a lose nut, A bad experience is one
thing an accident in an election year gives the right wing witches to hunt and burn.
Jeffers Aka Bear
Tags: General Dangerous Player

Please update us if you get
Please update us if you get any new information.
Thank you,
Submitted by pup mohawk on Mon, 09/15/2008 -

Login to post comments

10:47pm.

Thank you
Thank you for posting this Jeffers, and trying to keep our pups safe. One
thing that the straight community does that I've noticed lacking in the gay
community is "safe calls" and/or getting references about people they want to
play with.
From what I understand, dog shock collars should not be used on human pups.
It puts the contact points too close to the brain stem, and can leave a pup
permanently damaged.
While the rest of the scene sounds like a fun one, it isn't fun if not done with
consent. At least for the bottom.
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On that note, what are the bottoms doing letting themselves get INTO these
situations? Haven't there been enough accidents that the bottoms would learn
to look before they leap, and think with their heads and not their dicks?
Apparently not.
Going to the police with all the vague information might not do anything
constructive, unfortunately.
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While the rest of the scene sounds like a fun one, it isn't fun if not done with
consent. At least for the bottom.
On that note, what are the bottoms doing letting themselves get INTO these
situations? Haven't there been enough accidents that the bottoms would learn
to look before they leap, and think with their heads and not their dicks?
Apparently not.
Going to the police with all the vague information might not do anything
constructive, unfortunately.
Submitted by Kenneth on Wed, 08/27/2008 - 8:54am.

Login to post comments

Re Preditor Allert
As I understand this person is only targeting young or inexperienced to
Novice boys. He dose not contact experienced players. True Predatory
practices go after the weekest of the tribe. Without major Rape
counceling and him being here 24/7with me. my pup will never sort this
experience out, right now it is a PTSD festering mental wound.
He is actually afraid to meet any of this group or any of my friends incase .......
Big BearDog hugs Jeffers
Submitted by Bear or Jeff on Wed, 09/24/2008 -

Login to post comments

7:18pm.

Request from Phoenix Area Store
Submitted by Kenneth on Wed, 09/24/2008 - 3:17pm

All: I recieved the following email from one of the owners of "Fetish Alive" a new
consignment store in town. If anyone is interested in this event, please contact them
directly. I am merely passing on the information as I am not familiar with the store or
the people running the store. mohawk and I are out of town that weekend.
Thank you for responding. On Friday October 17 we are having our first gala event at
the store and we are looking to have as many of the different fetish or role play styles
as possible. We have a pony, ABDL, latex amung others. I would love to have a puppy
there also. We are hoping to have people be able to come and meet these folks as well
as our consigners to ask questions and see what is avialable for people. I would be
honored if you and if you have one your handler at the event.
I would also be interested in hosting a series of classes on puppy play.

Jared Keen

fetishalivestore.com

PS: He apparently thought that by saying I was into puppy play, I meant that I was
the puppy. Ah confusion, it's great isn't it?
Tags: General

Is anyone doing this?
Is anyone doing this?
Submitted by Kenneth on Wed, 10/01/2008 - 9:50am. Login to post comments

W00t! Exhibitionism and
W00t! Exhibitionism and outreach sounds like fun!
Anybody else thinking about going? I'll see you at bar night, we can figure
something out.
Submitted by Dave on Thu, 10/09/2008 - 9:45am.

Login to post comments

Arizona Fettish Ball
Submitted by Bear or Jeff on Sat, 10/04/2008 - 8:02am

Saturday Oct 11 at The Venue of Scottsdale.
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It is an all out everything under the sun as long as your bar legal event, 18 to play 21 to
party. I will be there with as a vendor for Tuff Stuff, There are several quality vendors
that show up with real fettish gear and equipment. tickets can be gotten presale or at
the door.
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Arizona Fettish Ball
Submitted by Bear or Jeff on Sat, 10/04/2008 - 8:02am

Saturday Oct 11 at The Venue of Scottsdale.
It is an all out everything under the sun as long as your bar legal event, 18 to play 21 to
party. I will be there with as a vendor for Tuff Stuff, There are several quality vendors
that show up with real fettish gear and equipment. tickets can be gotten presale or at
the door.
It is a great chance to gear up grab the leashes and go party and we will not be the only
freaks in the building for a change. WOOF
See You there and pup hugs Bear

http://www.azfetishball.com
Tags: General Next Saturday Night

January Social?
Submitted by Kenneth on Tue, 10/28/2008 - 9:46am

Does anyone want to put together a Non-Bar Social for the Pups?
Tags: General

I'd be game! I've been into
I'd be game! I've been into this dynamic for a while but I've never really
gotten into the 'public' scene, though I'd really like to... I'd also like to
meet with like-minded people, as the above poster said...
Submitted by Bates on Fri, 01/02/2009 - 9:15pm. Login to post comments

Jan. Social.
Yes. Interested. I'm just venturing into the Pup / Master world and I'm
interested in meeting like minded people.
Submitted by Pup Uniq on Mon, 12/22/2008 - 6:22pm.
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Group Outing WANNA CLIMB??
Submitted by Bob on Thu, 06/25/2009 - 8:28am

I need to know if we can get a group of 20 or more that would be interested in an outing
to the rock gym. You guys have all seen the indoor gyms, with the man made rock walls
for climbing....It is reasonably safe (I don't think they have ever lost anyone), the staff is
very nice, and if we can get 20 or more, we can have the entire place to ourselves. The
cost per person would be only $13.00 I am more concerned at this point about how many
people would be interested in attending, so even if you really want to go, and can't
scrape the $13.00 together, let me know that....message me off line if you prefer. We
would love to have everyone, and I will do my best to make it happen. This is a really
nice place over in Tempe, and I have been there with MasterHawk, and if yoiu can
believe it, I trusted him EVEN MORE when we left! (I didn't think that was possible). So,
message me back with your interest, and I will take it from there.
We are going to shoot for a Saturday, but I will do the best I can.

Respectfully,
Bob Weber
Mr. Phoenix Leather 2009
Tags: General Group Outing
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